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Reflections on Monetary Policy
in the Open Economy
Richard H. Clarida, Columbia University and NBER
I. Introduction
Aperennialtopicofdiscussionamongscholarsandpolicymakersishow
best to think about a benchmark for macroeconomics as it applies to
monetary policy. Should the benchmark for policy analysis be the open
economy with international interest rate linkages and flexible exchange
rates (after all, major economies are in fact open with flexible exchange
rates), or should it be the closed economy in which such linkages and ex-
change rate adjustments are assumed away? Of course, few if any policy
makers would seek to guide policy by ignoring capital flows and ex-
change rates, but in many cases it appears as though the starting point
f o ra n a l y s i si st h ec l o s e d ‐economy macro model, these days a variant
of the dynamic new Keynesian model.
Those who start from a closed‐economy framework often have ques-
tions about how “openness” influences the analysis. How does the neu-
tral real interest depend on “global” developments? Is the Phillips curve
trade‐off between inflation and domestic output better or worse in the
open versus the closed economy?Is “potential GDP” a function of global
developments,oronlyofdomesticresourcesavailableanddomesticpro-
ductivity? Perhaps most important, how—if at all—does openness influ-
encetheoptimalmonetarypolicyrule?IsaTaylorruletherightmonetary
policy for an open economy?
In 2002 Jordi Gali, Mark Gertler, and I published a paper in the Journal
of MonetaryEconomicsthat developedabenchmark(atleastin ourwayof
thinking) dynamic two‐country optimizing macro model of optimal
monetary policies in the open economy. Our focus in that paper was de-
riving optimal policy rules in the two‐country model and assessing the
gains from international monetary policy cooperation. In that paper, we
emphasized the following implications of the model:
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Taylor rule, linear in the “domestic” equilibrium real interest rate and
the gap between domestic inflation and the inflation target.
• In general, there are gains to international monetary policy coopera-
tion. Optimal monetary policy under cooperation can be written as a
Taylor rule in which the domestic as well as the foreign inflation gap
enters the reaction function, as well as the equilibrium real interest rate.
• Optimal policy features a flexible exchange rate, and the nominal ex-
change rate under optimal discretionary policy has a unit root as does
the domestic price level, and they are cointegrated. Optimal monetary
policy produces a “random walk” nominal exchange rate because un-
der discretion, the central bank cannot credibly commit to a price‐level
target (but can achieve only a stationary inflation rate).
This paper provides some intuition for these results and develops
some further insights into monetary policy in the open economy. The
approach I pursue is to “inspect the mechanism” of the two‐country
Clarida et al. (2002) optimizing model by focusing on the three main
building blocks that can be derived from it: the “open‐economy” IS
curve, the open‐economy Phillips curve, and the open‐economy Taylor
rule. Because these building blocks are derived from a two‐country op-
timizing model, we can use them to gain insight into how special the
“special case” of the closed‐economy framework is, which does appear
tobethestartingpointformuchcontemporarymonetarypolicyanalysis.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section II, I describe the basic
structure of the two‐country model. In Sections III, IV, and V, I derive
and assemble the building blocks of the model: the open‐economy IS
curve, the open‐economy Phillips curve, and the open‐economy policy
rule. I illustrate and discuss in detail how openness affects the analysis
and highlight an interesting empirical implication of the model, namely,
that under inflation targeting, bad news about inflation can be good
news for the nominal exchange rate, even though in the long run pur-
chasing power parity (PPP) holds so that ultimately bad news about
inflation is bad news for the exchange rate. In Section VI, I propose
and implement a new approach for calibrating forward‐looking Taylor
r u l e st h a tm a k e su s eo fr e a l ‐time financial data on inflation‐indexed
government bonds and break‐even inflation in lieu of the instrumental
variable/generalized method of moments (GMM) approach introduced
in Clarida et al. (1998). I apply this approach to the Fed and European
Central Bank (ECB) reaction functions since 2000 and find that it ac-
counts well for Fed policy with much less emphasis on interest rate
Clarida 122smoothing than in prior work. For the ECB, the results are encouraging
but less clear‐cut owing to the limited issuance of inflation‐indexed
bonds during much of the sample. Section VII offers some concluding
remarks.
II. Review of the Theoretical Two‐Country Model
A. Essence of the Model
The complete model is presented in Clarida et al. (2002) and is sketched
out in this section. There are two countries, producing differentiated
tradable final goods from a continuum of intermediate labor varieties.
Households share identical Cobb‐Douglas preferences over a consump-
tion index Ct of home and foreign varieties. A key parameter is γ,
which is the share of home spending on foreign goods. The larger γ
is, the more open the home economy, which is the economy I shall
focus on for the purposes of this discussion. The law of one price holds
and there is producer currency pricing. Under these assumptions (see
Cole and Obstfeld 1991; Corsetti and Pesenti 2001) the complete mar-
kets allocation can be achieved through endogenous adjustments in the
equilibrium terms of trade, denoted by St, that clear the world goods
market.










where 1=σ is the intertemporal elasticity of substitution of consump-
tion, and NtðhÞ is labor supply. I focus on the benchmark case with









Each intermediate input Ytð f Þ¼AtNtðfÞ is produced from a variety of











Note that each household (and each input producer) has market power
because labor varieties (and intermediate inputs) are heterogeneous and
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are flexible, intermediate goods prices are sticky.
Firms will set prices as a markup over marginal cost. Real marginal
cost is just the real product wage scaled by productivity MCt ¼
ð1   τÞðWt=PH;tÞA 1
t . In our open economy this can be written as
MCt ¼





where Pt is the consumer price index (CPI), τ is a wage subsidy, and
k ¼ð 1   γÞ








where 1 þ μw
t ¼ ηt=ðηt   1Þ is a wage markup. With flexible wages, all
workers are paid the same wage and work the same hours, so the h in-
dicator is redundant and will be suppressed below.
B. Some Equilibrium Conditions
The following equilibrium conditions hold in both the flexible‐price and
sticky‐price equilibrium. In equilibrium current accounts are in balance
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economy MCt can be written as










κ ¼ σð1   γÞþγ þ ϕ ð10Þ
and
κ0 ¼ σγ   γ: ð11Þ
Marginal cost spillovers. The sign of the effect of foreign output on
home marginal cost is given by κ0. Under our assumption that σ > 1, κ0
is positive and, thus, so is the spillover from foreign output to domestic
marginal cost. A rise in foreign output improves the home terms of trade,
and this, by increasing the purchasing power of home wages, will tend to
lowerhomemarginalcostwithanelasticityofγ.Buttheimprovementin
the home terms of trade will also raise the consumption index and lower
the marginal utility of work, and thus raise marginal cost with an elas-
ticityofγσ.Inthebenchmarkcaseσ > 1,thisincomeeffectfromaforeign
output expansion dominates the substitution effect and marginal cost
spillovers are positive. However, if σ < 1, the substitution effect domi-
nates and a rise in foreign output lowers home marginal cost. In the
knife‐edge case σ ¼ 1, there are no international spillovers to home mar-
ginal cost.
Although our focus will be on the sticky‐price equilibrium, it is useful
to solve for the flexible‐price equilibrium, the case in which all firms can
change their price every period. In this case, PH;t will be common across
firms and will be a constant markup over nominal marginal cost, so that
real marginal cost will be constant and equal to MC ¼ 1=ð1 þ μpÞ, where
an overbar represents the flexible‐price equilibrium and 1þ μp ¼
ξ=ðξ   1Þ. Every firm will choose the same price, so Vt ¼ 1 and we have
Yt ¼ AtNt: ð12Þ
Using (9), which always holds, and the expression for real marginal cost,
which holds under flexible prices, we can solve for the “natural” level of
homeoutputconsistentwithagivenlevelofforeignoutputandthemean








ð1   tÞð1 þ μwÞð1 þ μpÞ
 1=κ
: ð13Þ
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eign output unless σ ¼ 1. When σ > 1, a rise in foreign output, with
home productivity held constant, raises home marginal cost, and this
lowers home natural output because the income effect from the terms
of trade gain lowers the flexible‐price labor supply. Moreover, this effect
is larger the more open the economy. Note, however, that if the source of
the rise in foreign output is a productivity shock that is positively corre-
lated with home productivity, the reduced‐form correlation between
home natural outputand foreign outputcan be positive evenfor the case
σ > 1.
III. The Open‐Economy IS Curve
In this model, as in many other new open‐economy macro models, the
path for optimal consumption must satisfy an Euler equation of the
form
ct ¼ Efctþ1g 
1
σ
ðrt   Etfπtþ1g γEtfΔstþ1gÞ; ð14Þ
where rt is the nominal interest rate, πt is domestic inflation, and low-
ercase letters for all other variables denote log deviations from the non-
stochastic steady state. We note that πCPI
tþ1 ¼ πtþ1 þ γΔstþ1. How do we
turn this into an open‐economy IS curve? We start by recognizing that
with balanced trade yt ¼ ct þ γst and substitute out for ct and ctþ1.W e
obtain an Euler equation in yt:
yt ¼ Etytþ1 þ γst   γEtstþ1   σ 1ðrt   Etfπtþ1g γEtfΔstþ1gÞ: ð15Þ
The terms of trade plays several roles. As in static models, a terms of
trade worsening boosts exports and increases demand for domestic
output. But an anticipated terms of trade worsening raises expected in-
flation and lowers the consumption real interest rate for any given
nominal interest rate. Consider the special case in which Etytþ1 ¼ ρyt
and Etstþ1 ¼ ρst (which in fact will be the case under optimal monetary
policy with an exogenous home cost push shock, no foreign cost push
shock, and constant productivity as shown in Clarida et al. [2002]). In
this case the open‐economy IS curve can be written as
yt ¼ γð1   σ 1Þst  ½ ð 1   ρÞσ 
 1ðrt   Etπtþ1Þ: ð16Þ
This is form of the IS curve often found in traditional overshooting lit-
erature. We note that with the benchmark case σ > 1, a rise in st that
increases the relative price of foreign goods in terms of home goods will
Clarida 126boost aggregate demand for home output. Of course, a rise in the real
interest rate reduces aggregate demand for home output.
In this particular model, we have more structure, so we can say more
about the open‐economy IS curve. We know that st ¼ yt   y 
t. So we can
substitute out for st. Defining the log domestic output gap ỹt ¼ yt   yt,
we obtain
ỹt ¼ Etfỹtþ1g σ 1
0 ðrt   Etfπtþ1g rrtÞ; ð17Þ
where
rrt ¼ σ0EtfΔytþ1gþκ0EtfΔy 
tþ1gð 18Þ
is the domestic natural real interest rate, with
σ0 ¼ σ   γðσ   1Þ; ð19Þ
whereitwillberecalledthatκ0 ¼ γðσ   1Þ.Inourbenchmarkcase,σ > 1
and κ0 > 0. Also note for the benchmark case that σ0 is decreasing in γ,
the parameter that indexes openness.
There is a lot going on here, so let us take stock. We have derived an
open‐economy IS curve in terms of the domestic output gap and the
gap between the domestic real interest rate and the appropriate natural
real interest rate. How is this an open‐economy IS curve? First, as dis-
cussed above, the natural rate of output in the open economy depends








ð1   tÞð1 þ μwÞð1 þ μpÞ
 1=κ
;
and thus the domestic output gap does depend on foreign output.
Second, the slope of the open‐economy IS curve depends on how
open the economy is. In our benchmark case σ > 1, the semielasticity
of aggregate demand for domestic output with respect to the real inter-
est rate is increasing in openness. In other words, in our benchmark
case, a more open economy has a flatter IS curve, so that the central
bank gets more bang out of every basis point buck by which it changes
the policy rate.
Third, the appropriate natural or neutral real interest rate depends on
foreign output growth as well as home output growth:
rrt ¼ σ0EtfΔytþ1gþκ0EtfΔy 
tþ1g:
In the special case σ ¼ 1, this reduces to the standard growth model in
which the neutral real interest rate is equal to the domestic growth rate
in potential output. In the benchmark case with σ > 1, κ0 is positive, and
Monetary Policy in the Open Economy 127theneutraldomesticrealinterestrateispositivelycorrelatedwithforeign
growth. Moreover, the more open the economy, the more important the
effect of foreign output growth on the domestic real interest rate.
IV. The Open‐Economy Phillips Curve
We assume as in Calvo that prices of domestic intermediate goods are
sticky and that a constant fraction 1   N of firms can change price every





H;t  ð 1 þ μpÞPH;tþjMCtþj ¼0; ð20Þ
where Qt;tþj is the standard stochastic discount factor. With this standard
staggered price model, the domestic price index evolves according to
PH;t ¼½ NðPH;t 1Þþð 1   NÞðP0
H;tÞ 
1=ð1 ξÞ: ð21Þ
From this it follows that domestic inflation (producer price index [PPI] in-
flation) evolves according to
πt ¼ δmct þ βEtfπtþ1g; ð22Þ
where δ ¼ð 1   NÞð1   βNÞ=N.
Thus domestic inflation in the open economy is driven by the present
value of log real marginal cost. But what is log real marginal cost in the
open economy? One way to express log real marginal cost is simply
mct ¼ μw
t þ ϕnt þ σct þ γst   at: ð23Þ
As is evident from this equation, other things equal, an improvement in
the home terms of trade, a fall in st, lowers real marginal cost and is thus
disinflationary. Moreover, the more open the economy, the larger the ef-
fect of the terms of trade on real marginal cost and thus on inflation.
Given the structure of our model, it is possible to express real mar-
ginalcostasafunctionof homeoutput,foreignoutput,andproductivity:
mct ¼ μw
t þ κyt þ κ0y 
t  ð 1 þ ϕÞat: ð24Þ
However, from the definition of domestic natural output, we know that
yt ¼ κ 1½ð1 þ ϕÞat   κ0y 
t . It follows that in equilibrium, the log of real
marginal cost can be written as
mct ¼ κỹt þ μw
t ; ð25Þ
where it will be recalled that κ ¼ σð1   γÞþγ þ ϕ.
Clarida 128The open‐economy Phillips curve follows immediately:
πt ¼ βEtfπtþ1gþ½ σð1   γÞþγ þ ϕ δỹt þ ut; ð26Þ
where λ ¼ δκ. We see that, in our benchmark case with σ > 1, the more
open economy has a flatter Phillips curve in terms of domestic (PPI)
inflation.
1 The intuition is as follows. The more open the economy,
the smaller the impact of a change in domestic output on the domestic
consumption index and thus the marginal utility of consumption, so
this tends to reduce the impact of domestic output on marginal cost.
However,themoreopentheeconomy,thegreatertheimpactonmarginal
cost of the terms of trade change that follows from a change in output. In
ourbenchmark case,theincomeeffectofthe riseinoutputoutweighs the
induced effect of the terms of trade change, resulting in a flatter open‐
economy Phillips curve. In practice, many central banks target CPI, not
PPI, inflation. The Phillips curve expressed in terms of CPI inflation will
containanadditionaltermγΔereflectingtheassumedfullpass‐thoughof
the exchange rate to import prices. The impact of a shock on a CPI open‐
economyPhillipscurvewilldependonthenature oftheshock,forexam-
ple, a productivity shock as opposed to a cost push shock, as well as σ.
Potentially also, the slope of the CPI Phillips curve will depend on the
credibilityoftheinflationtarget(whichinthispaperisassumedcredible)
as well as on the policy rule (e.g., to the extent that money growth or in-
terest rates lean against the exchange rate).
V. Completing the Model: Policy Rules for the Open Economy
Combining our IS and Phillips curve and terms of trade equations, we
have
ỹt ¼ Etfỹtþ1g σ 1
0 ðrt   Etfπtþ1g rrtÞ;
πt ¼ βEtfπtþ1gþλỹt þ ut;
st ¼ðỹt   ỹ
 
tÞþðyt   y 
tÞ;
where the home country takes foreign output as given. To close the
model, we need to specify a path for the home nominal interest rate.
As is customary in this literature, we assume that the central bank
maximizes










Monetary Policy in the Open Economy 129Clarida et al. (2002) show that this quadratic approximation to the social
welfare function in the open economy can be derived as in Woodford
(2003) and that at a social optimum α ¼ λ=ξ or
α ¼
½σð1   γÞþγ þ ϕ δ
ξ
:
Thus, in our benchmark case, we see that a more open economy places a
smaller weight on output stabilization and thus a larger weight on infla-
tion stabilization. This follows directly from the fact that the more open
economy has a flatter Phillips curve under our benchmark case.






πt ¼ Ψut; ð29Þ
with Ψ ¼½ ð 1   βρÞþλξ 
 1, where ρ is the exogenous autocorrelation in
shocks to the markup.
2 One way to write the optimal monetary policy in
the open economy is as a forward‐looking Taylor rule,
rt ¼ rrt þ θEtfπtþ1g; ð30Þ
with
θ ¼ 1 þ
ξσ0ð1   ρÞ
ρ
> 1: ð31Þ
We see immediatelythat forour benchmark case withσ0 decreasing in γ,
in a more open economy the central bank needs to lean less against the
wind for any given inflation shock. This is so even though the more open
economy places a greater weight on inflation stabilization. The intuition
f o rt h i sr e s u l ti st h a tf o ro u rb e n c h m a r kc a s eo fσ > 1, the more open
economy has a flatter IS curve, which means that the central bank gets
more bang out of every basis point:
yt ¼ γð1   σ 1Þst  ½ ð 1   ρÞσ 
 1ðrt   Etπtþ1Þ:
In effect, a given rise in the real interest rate affects aggregate demand
throughtwochannels,exportsanddomesticconsumption.UnderaTaylor
rule, an inflation shock is met by a rise in the ex ante real policy rate, and
thisinducesareal appreciationand an improvement in the terms oftrade.
While there is a unique way to write the optimal policy rule as a func-
tion of the model’s state variables fat; a 
t; ut; u 
tg, there are several
Clarida 130ways to express the policy rule in terms of endogenous variables so that
(30) is by no means unique. For example, we can also write the optimal
policy rule as
rt ¼ rrt þð θ   1ÞEtπtþ1 þ ρ½Δet  ð Δyt   Δy 
tÞ ; ð32Þ
where we assume for expositional convenience that π  ¼ 0. Thus, while
inouropen‐economyframeworkitispossibletowritetheoptimalpolicy
rule without explicitly including the nominal exchange rate, there is an
equivalent way to express the rule that includes the nominal exchange
rate of depreciation as well as the growth rate differential between the
home and foreign country. The intuition is as follows. A nominal rate
of depreciation equal to the growth differential will produce a terms of
tradeadjustmentthatclearstheglobalgoodsmarketwithoutanychange
in domestic prices. If the rate of depreciation exceeds the growth differ-
ential,thatmeansthereispositivedomesticinflationandthecentralbank
should lean against it. Just for completeness, we note that it is possible to
write the optimal policy rule without including domestic inflation at all:
rt ¼ rrt þ θρ½Δet  ð Δyt   Δy 
tÞ ; ð33Þ
where the coefficient θρ satisfies the Taylor principle for our benchmark
case of σ > 1.
A key empirical implication of the above analysis is that under opti-
mal monetary policy, bad news about inflation can be good news for
the exchange rate, even if long‐run PPP requires that bad news about
inflation is bad news for the exchange rate. That is, when there is a
shock that pushes inflation up, the nominal exchange rate under opti-
mal monetary policy appreciates on impact, even though with PPP
holding in the long run, and with a unit root in the price level, the ex-
change rate must depreciate. The reason is that the inflation shock in-
duces the central bank to raise the real interest rate today and in the
future, and the expected path of higher than steady‐state real interest
rates can be sufficient to trigger a nominal appreciation. This is easiest
to see in the borderline case of σ ¼ 1 and constant productivity. We then
have st ¼  ½ðθ   1Þρπt =ð1   ρÞ. Bad news about inflation will be good
news for the exchange rate if and only if ðθ   1Þρ=ð1   ρÞ > 1. Thus, for
an arbitrary, but stable, Taylor rule coefficient θ > 1, if shocks to infla-
tion are sufficiently persistent, bad news about inflation will be good
news for the exchange rate. However, under optimal policy, from (31)
we have
st ¼  ξσ0πt; ð34Þ
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change rate under optimal policy. Clarida and Waldman (2008) general-
ize this result to allow for endogenous inflation persistence. In their
model, the greater θ is, the less persistent inflation is (and the deviations
from PPP caused by Phillips curve shocks). They show empirically in an
event study (please see table 1) that for inflation targeting countries, bad
news about inflation is indeed good news for the exchange rate in that
announcements of higher (lower) than expected inflation on the date in-
flation statistics are released are significantly correlated with apprecia-
tions (depreciations) of the exchange rate after the announcement.
3
VI. AReal‐Time Forward‐LookingTaylorRulefortheFedandtheECB
A. Background and Motivation
It is standard now to estimate forward‐looking Taylor rules of the form
rt ¼ rrt þ θEtfπtþngþfE tfỹtþmg
using an instrumental variable/GMM approach (Clarida et al. 1998,
1999).
4 We observe that while our theoretical model suggests circum-
stances under which the optimal monetary policy rule for the open econ-
omy can be expressed in “inflation nutter” form without an output
gap term, many central banks appear to conduct (or, in the case of the
Bundesbank, did in the past conduct) policy with an implicit dual mandate.
Table 1
Regression of Exchange Rate Change on Inflation Surprise in 10‐Minute Window before











Coefficient .2 .2 .5 .5
t‐statistic 5.9 6.2 9.7 9.2
R 2 .08 .09 .27 .25
Observations 394 387 257 259
Source: Working paper version of Clarida and Waldman (2008), table 3.
Note: Regression method: stacked ordinary least squares. Percentage change in exchange
resulting from a 1‐percentage‐point upward surprise in inflation. A positive coefficient
indicates appreciation of domestic currency. The countries included are Australia, Canada,
the euro area, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom,
and the United States. Data arefor July 2001 to December 2005. Some countries aremissing
observations.
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dual mandate. The approach introduced in Clarida et al. (1998) uses
first‐stage regressions of inflation and the output gap on a set of macro
instruments to estimate the forward‐looking Taylor rule and test the
cross‐equation restrictions implied by the theory. Often in this work, it is
assumed, following Taylor, that the “neutral” real interest rate is constant.
In this section, I would like to suggest an alternative approach for
calibrating a forward‐looking Taylor rule that makes use of recently
available real‐time financial data on real interest rates on inflation‐
indexed bonds and break‐even inflation—the difference between the
yield on a nominal bond and an inflation‐indexed bond. A potential
advantage of this approach is that it may be robust to specification error
arising from equating first‐stage regressions of inflation on a set of
macro instruments with evolving central bank expectations of inflation.
In particular, it is potentially robust to regime changes, learning, and
structural shifts that have affected expectations about future real inter-
est rates and inflation. It is also an intuitive way to allow for a time‐
varying real interest rate. Subject to data availability, I do this by using
variation in forward real interest rates relative to a constant risk/term
premium as an indicator of where the financial markets think real rates
will settle down after business cycle influences dissipate. For the United
States, I use 5‐year forward real interest rates computed from the yields
onTreasuryInflation‐ProtectedSecurities(TIPS)with10yearsand5years
to maturity to extract these forward rates. For the European Monetary
Union (EMU), data limitations preclude our extracting a full time series
for our entire study of forward inflation‐indexed interest rates, so we
must use instead the yield on the first inflation‐indexed bond for an
EMUcountry(issuedbyFrancein1998)thatmaturesin2009.Asthepur-
pose here is calibration, not econometrics, we will follow Taylor’s origi-
nal approach and use “eyeball” regression to assess the match between a
real‐time Taylor rule and Fed and ECB policy since 2000.
5
The approach of this paper is straightforward. Instead of projecting
realized inflation on a set of macro instruments to proxy for expected
inflation, I use the financial market determined break‐even inflation.
Break‐even inflation is just the difference between the nominal yield
on a government bond and the yield on an inflation‐indexed bond. I
allow for a constant risk premium to compensate risk‐averse investors
for the inflation risk they take on with a nominal government bond. I
also allow for time variation in the “neutral” real interest rate. Instead
of building a macro model for the neutral U.S. real interest rate, I extract
from the TIPS yield curve a forward real interest rate. I select the 5‐year
Monetary Policy in the Open Economy 133TIPS yield 5 years forward for two reasons. First, a consistent data se-
ries on 5‐year TIPS yields 5 years forward is available from Bloomberg
going back to 2000. Second, the business cycle/monetary policy influ-
ences on short‐term real interest rates can plausibly be expected to have
died out after 5 years, at least in expectation. As with break‐even infla-
tion, I allow for a constant term premium in the TIPS yield curve to
account for a positive slope between the unobserved expected real pol-
icy rate 5 years forward and the 5‐year forward TIPS yield. When in-
vestors price the real yields on 5‐year and 10‐year TIPS, they are also
pricing 5‐year TIPS 5 years forward. Under the restriction of a constant
real term premium, variation in this real yield 5 years forward can pro-
vide information about where the markets think real yields will be after
near‐term business cycle and monetary policy impacts have dissipated
(which they presumably will, at least in expectation, after 5 years). Fi-
nally, for the output gap measure I use an unemployment gap with an
Okun’s law coefficient of 2.5 and a natural rate of 4.75, which is consis-
tent with the Fed’s recent medium‐term forecasts (cf. Clarida et al.
1999). Thus the output gap equals
ỹt ¼ 2:5ð4:75   utÞ;
with ut equal to a measure of the unemployment rate (either actual or
forecast). I use both contemporaneous unemployment and surveys of
expected future unemployment rates to calibrate our Fed reaction func-
tion. The approach for the ECB is similar, with the caveats discussed
above due to data availability. I use the inflation‐indexed real rate on
the French inflation linked bond maturing in 2009 (and issued in
1999) as the measure of the real ECB rate and the difference between
that real rate and the yield on the matching nominal French govern-
ment bond (also maturing in 2009) as the measure of break‐even infla-
tion. For the output gap measure for EMU, I also use an unemployment
gap with an Okun’s law coefficient of 2.5 but with a natural rate of 8,
which is consistent with the empirical estimates for Okun coefficients
for EMU countries reported in Sogner and Stiassny (2000). Thus, for
EMU the output gap equals
ỹ
EMU
t ¼ 2:5ð8   uEMU
t Þ:
B. Results for the Fed
To establish some perspective, in figure 1, I plot the path of the federal
funds rate since 2000 against the original, backward‐looking Taylor rule
Clarida 134(with the four‐quarter change in the GDP deflator) with Taylor’sa s -
sumptions of a constant neutral real interest rate and with his original
parameters of θ ¼ 1:5a n df ¼ 0:5. In figure 2, I next plot a real‐time
forward‐looking Taylor rule using the 5‐year forward 5‐year real inter-
est rate from the U.S. TIPS curve as a proxy for the neutral real interest
rate and using break‐even inflation over 5 years as a proxy for expected
inflation (and assuming an implicit inflation target of 2%).
Soareal‐timeforward‐lookingTaylorrulewithTaylor’sweightsdoesnot
describetheGreenspan/BernankeFedduringthisdecade.Butthereisnoth-
ing special about Taylor’s weights. They reflect his preferences. In general,
stability requires only that the parameter on inflation θ exceed one
(Woodford2003,2007).IsuspectthereasonisthattheGreenspan/Bernanke
Fed places more weight on output stabilization than a Taylor Fed would.
That is, they have taken the dual mandate seriously. Here is the real‐
time Taylor rule with double John Taylor’s weight on the output gap.
As can be seen from figure 3a, the real‐time forward‐looking Taylor
rule does a reasonable job of describing the Greenspan/Bernanke Fed
Fig. 1. Original Taylor rule does not describe the Bernanke/Greenspan Fed since 2000
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Taylor rule does not incorporate interest rate smoothing. The half‐life of
deviations of the funds rate from the forward‐looking Taylor rule is quite
short,only3months.
6Oneepisodeinwhichpolicydeviatesforsometime
from this rule appears to be June 2003–November 2005. Also, more re-
cently in 2008, policy appears to be easier than this rule would imply.
However, up till now, we have used the actual unemployment rate to
back out output gap. But a fully forward‐looking Taylor rule should also
use a forecast of where unemployment is going, not what it is today. To
focusontherecentFeddecisions,figure3bshowstheevolvingconsensus
forecast of 2008:Q4 unemployment replacing actual unemployment.
As can be seen from the figure, the Fed has been easing right on its
Taylor rule path—with double weight on output gap—using publicly
available, rolling forecasts of future unemployment for 2008:Q4 starting
in January 2008. That is, Bernanke is following the path of ease in 2007–8
that Greenspan did in 2001–2. The Bloomberg survey of economists as
of May 2008 is for an unemployment rate of 5.5% in 2008:Q4. That is
consistent with Fed funds at 2, which is where it is as of this writing.
Even though expected inflation is higher than desired, unemployment
rising to 5.5% in tandem with a fall in the neutral real rate can account
Fig. 2. A real‐time forward‐looking Taylor rule with Taylor weights
Clarida 136Fig. 3. Real‐time Taylor rule with double weight on output gap. a, Taking the dual
mandate seriously. b, Rolling Bloomberg forecast of 2008:Q4 unemployment rate (starts in
January 2008).for Fed policy so far in this cycle. Bernanke himself has attributed the
fall in real interest rates to a “global saving glut” (Bernanke 2005). This
indicates that the Fed takes seriously the global influence on U.S. neu-
tral realinterestrates. Greenspanduringhistenure alludedtothe“conun-
drum,” a situation in which the Fed’s influence over long‐term interest
rates is much diminished compared to previous periods, a phenomenon
that has been attributed to the globalization of the financial markets in a
world of (explicit or implicit) inflation targeting (Greenspan 2007). Ac-
cording to this analysis, variations in the neutral real interest rate, per-
haps due to the global saving glut and enhanced financial integration
in a world of inflation targeting central banks, have played an important
role in Fed policy this decade.
C. Results for the ECB
Figure 4 shows the ECB policy rate versus the forward‐looking Taylor
rule (with the proxies for expected inflation and the real interest rate
discussed in Sec. VI.A). For weights, I use the estimated weights for
the old estimated Bundesbank policy rule, θ ¼ 1:3a n df ¼ 0:25, pre-
sented at ISOM 10 years ago and published in Clarida et al. (1998). Re-
sults with Taylor weights are similar, but my eyeball prefers these.
Fig. 4. Real‐time Taylor ruleforECBusing Bundesbank weightsfromClaridaetal.(1998)
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not incorporate interest rate smoothing. Interestingly, the estimated
half‐life of deviations of the ECB policy rate from the forward‐looking
Taylor rule is almost identical to that estimated for the Fed, approxi-
mately 3 months. As discussed above, owing to the lack of a more com-
plete term structure of inflation‐indexed rates in the EMU, the proxies
f o re x p e c t e di n f l a t i o na n dt h en e u t r a lr e a li n t e r e s tr a t ea r el e s st h a n
ideal. Since 2004, a more extensive issuance of inflation‐indexed bonds
in the EMU with a range of maturities is beginning to make available a
term structure of real yields that can be used to calculate true forward
real interest rates (and shorter‐term break‐even inflations). Nonetheless,
even with the data available now, figure 4 illustrates the potential value
of our approach for calibrating and interpreting ECB central bank pol-
icy actions.
VII. Concluding Remarks
I have shown that an explicit, two‐country optimizing framework
yields a number of specific predictions with regard to the effect of open-
ness on monetary policy. I would argue that policy makers ignore open‐
economy influences at their peril. I would emphasize that the main
points presented in this paper are robust to the illustrative model re-
viewed here and in particular that such key inputs to monetary policy
as the neutral real interest rate and potential output cannot be defined,
modeled, or proxied without reference to an explicit global framework.
Moreover, empirical evidence cited in the paper appears to support the
prediction of the model that increased globalization is making flatter
the slope of the Phillips curve, a key input to any sensible monetary
policy calculus.
7 Finally, in Section VI, I introduced a new and, to me,
informative way to calibrate policy rules in real time using data from
the inflation‐indexed bond markets to recover proxies for expected in-
flation and the neutral real interest rate.
Endnotes
1. Please see the recent survey by the Bank for International Settlements (Borio and
Filardo 2007) for evidence that Phillips curves have become flatter in recent years.
2. This is true for any α. Under optimal policy, α is pinned down as discussed in the
text and is equal to ξ.
3. For an intuitive, textbook discussion of the Clarida‐Waldman result, see Krugman
and Obstfeld (2007, 541–43). See also Engel, Mark, and West (2008).
4. The approach was first presented at ISOM 1997, published as Clarida et al. (1998).
Monetary Policy in the Open Economy 1395. Inflation‐indexed securities were introduced in the United States only in mid‐1997
and in Europe in mid‐1998; they were thinly traded for the first couple of years of their
existence. The market‐clearing default‐free and fully inflation‐indexed real rates on TIPS
were very high—as high as 4.5%—suggesting that in these early years TIPS yields had to
compensate investors for the product’s novelty and lack of a deep and liquid market by
offering a higherthan realreturn than could be expectedon nominalTreasuriesof the same
maturity (Sack 2007). To allow some time for the market for TIPS and French inflation‐
linked bonds to become established, I focus on the Fed and ECB rate cycles beginning in
2000.
6. That is, a regression of the residual on the lagged residual yields a coefficient of 0.80
on monthly data. The point estimate is almost identical for the ECB calibration.
7. This model is one way to see these and other global influences on monetary policy in
a clear way. Of course, there are other, perhaps more realistic, but complex, models with a
richer set of global interactions (Coenen et al. 2007; Erceg, Gust, and Salido 2007) that
confirm the importance of global influences on domestic monetary policy.
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